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Our commitments

Introduction

•  Invest €200m in key growth regional centres.  Labour will produce a new regional growth 
strategy and invest €200m in areas of major employment and population growth potential.  
Our focus will be on developing corridors of economic growth across the island.  

•  Increase investment in key transport links, local skills and in digitally connecting every 
home and business. We will bring forward the capital expenditure review to the end of 2016 
to increase investment in infrastructure.

•  Greater supports for small scale agriculture, artisan food production and tourism 
development in rural areas.  We will target improved training and community supports 
at young and small farmers, help food producers to better market their produce and attain 
protected food designation and we will support the development of tourism training and 
cultural tourism in rural areas.

•  A new social enterprise scheme to rejuvenate rural villages and towns.  This scheme will 
facilitate the reopening of key main street facilities such as pubs and shops that were formerly 
at the heart of communities.  

•  Families will be able to live in safer and more sustainable rural communities. We will 
extend free GP care to all, ensure the abolition of school transport charges and increase the 
numbers of Gardaí protecting our communities.

Labour is committed to achieving a whole of Ireland recovery. Our vision is to build thriving 
hubs of economic activity across every region. Labour’s goal is to provide a job for everyone who 
wants one by 2018. We believe that every person should have the chance to work, which means 
investing in and supporting balanced regional development. By building up all of our regions, we 
can reverse the cycle of emigration and provide sustainable opportunities in rural communities.

Our jobs plan is a comprehensive strategy to ensure employment growth throughout the 
country. This will depend on building up key growth centres and additional investment in 
necessary infrastructure such as transport links, broadband and a vital skills network. Our plan will 
make balanced economic growth within each region a reality.

Labour in Government prioritised balanced regional development and the rural economy. The 
impact on rural Ireland from the collapse of the construction sector was devastating, with many 
more jobs also lost in the retail and hospitality sectors. The vacant shops and hotels in many 
areas serve as a very stark reminder of the vacuum left by the crash.  We are determined to 
continue our work rejuvenating towns and villages as the lifeblood of rural Ireland.

Our leadership on the implementation of the Commission for the Economic Development of 
Rural Areas (CEDRA) report and the Rural Economic Development Zones (REDZ) injected nearly 
€4m into the rural economy.  The Regional Action Plans for Jobs are being rolled out across the 
country, and we secured €250 million for LEADER programmes in rural communities between 
2014 to 2020. We have delivered a thriving tourism sector through the introduction of the 9% 
VAT rate, scrapping the Air Travel Tax, the Gathering initiative, the development of the Wild 
Atlantic Way and other initiatives including Ireland’s Ancient East and more cycling greenways.
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Bringing the recovery to every 
 corner of Ireland
Labour will produce a new regional strategy, 
underpinned by an investment of €200m to be 
allocated to key growth centres over the next five 
years – these will be areas of major employment 
and population growth potential.  The strategy 
will focus on linking two or more growth centres 
and their large rural hinterlands. We will develop 
corridors of economic and social activity across 
the island.  The first step in producing this regional 
strategy will be a widespread consultative process 
across all regions.

Investing in infrastructure will be a critical element 
of building up these growth centres.  We recognise 
that additional investment needs to be made in 
transport links, building the skills pool available in 
each region, good quality water infrastructure and 
in digitally connecting every home and business. 
Our national broadband plan is well on track to 
deliver universal high-speed broadband to all 
homes, schools and businesses by 2020. We will 
bring forward the capital expenditure review to 
the end of 2016, and subject to the continued 
strong performance of the public finances, we will 
advance a number of key additional projects.

Our priority under this review is to complete the 
national motorway network by better connecting 
Dublin to the North-West, and further developing 
the Atlantic Corridor to improve connectivity 
between Cork, Limerick and Galway.  We will also 
bring forward, if possible, commencement of the 
construction works on Metro North in Dublin.  
Much needed flood-defence works which have 
been planned by the Office of Public Works will 
be completed, providing security and reassurance 
to thousands directed affected or threatened by 
flooding.  Many of the education spaces available 
in our colleges and universities are in need of 
upgrading, so we will provide additional funding to 
upgrade and expand further and higher education 
facilities to ensure universal access to skills and 
education. 

We will also invest €10m in the development of 
regional skills forums which are bringing together 
employers and education providers, so that the 
education opportunities we are providing match 

up with local employment opportunities.  The 
development of Technological Universities in the 
South-East, South-West, Dublin and the North-
West will bring university-level, industry-relevant 
education to each of these regions.

Strong local democratic structures built around 
both urban and large rural areas are also critical 
to proper regional development. We want to 
see ordinary citizens having more of a say in the 
management of their communities through direct 
elections to new town councils. We will rebuild 
urban government by legislating to establish 
directly elected councils in all medium sizes towns, 
with dedicated budgets and mayors.

Rural development: our charter  
for rural Ireland
Labour is passionate about ensuring that 
economic growth reaches every part of Ireland 
and that families can continue to work, live and 
raise a family in rural areas. 

In Government, we led the development of 
a Charter for Rural Ireland and this identifies 
key issues in need of change to better support 
rural areas. We recognise that there must be 
more active participation of rural dwellers in 
initiatives to support economic and community 
development and stronger action to keep family 
farms viable. We must also address structural 
issues such as the age and gender profile of the 
agricultural sector and ensure better coordination 
between local enterprise offices and local 
authorities to support local enterprise projects. 
Our proposals for Rural Ireland address these 
issues. 

Our plan for Rural Ireland includes proposals 
for a town revival programme, safer rural 
communities and lower cost of services for rural 
families, supports to young and small farmers 
and to artisan food producers, targeted action to 
regenerate derelict sites and increased funding for 
rural businesses and projects.

We must also ensure more transparent availability 
of information on the Government’s plans for 
rural Ireland and develop the www.ruralireland.
ie website as the central portal for rural issues. 
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We will also develop an open national database 
of best practice examples of grant aided rural 
development projects.

Doing better for small farmers
We need a more joined-up approach in 
government policy on agriculture so that we 
maximise the potential links between food 
production and tourism. Smaller-scale producers 
need to be supported to go after niche markets 
through innovative use of protected food 
designation (PGI). We need to encourage greater 
emphasis on quality and uniqueness in Irish 
produce.

Labour’s goal is to significantly increase State 
support for training, upskilling and getting started 
for small farmers. We will roll out training courses 
through Teagasc to better equip our young farmers 
with essential agri-business management skills to 
give them the best possible start in farming. We 
will increase the number of places on the Rural 
Social Scheme by 10% and ensure it includes an 
upskilling element to boost the skills potential of 
participating farmers. 

To ensure a fairer level of opportunity for those 
farmers on lower incomes, our plan is to extend 
the focus of the Social Inclusion and Community 
Activation Programme on those young farmers 
with an average net profit below €30,000. 
As a move to help both farmers and the 
environment, we will expand the Forestry 
Programme to support the planting of over 43,000 
hectares of new forests. This will involve providing 
afforestation grants for new planting and annual 
payments to farmers who convert areas of their 
land to forestry.

A better future for Irish food
Over the course of the next Government, Ireland 
must take major strides towards fulfilling its 
tremendous potential as a significant producer of 
high-quality and artisan food and drink. Labour’s 
will step up the development of an ambitious, 
sustainable and innovative agri-food sector.

Labour will increase the opportunities and 
supports in place for farmers to produce, process 
and market together and to sell directly to the 

public.  We will better support the establishment 
of new Producer Groups across the country. These 
groups will be vital to increasing the number 
of agricultural products recognised as PGI. We 
will also incentivise the development of new 
federated cooperatives so that farmers can access 
appropriate marketing and financing. Irish farms 
have a very low rate of direct sales and we will 
provide funding of €2m for regional food hub 
start-ups to better connect producers to the 
buying public.

We will set out a new national strategy to 
improve the governance and management of 
producer groups to maintain quality in the food 
production process, create an effective marketing 
plan to convey the food story and promote the 
appeal and value of PGIs to Irish and international 
consumers.  Labour will introduce a new Graduate 
Development Programme for the food SME sector. 

We will continue the highly successful Food 
Academy Initiative, to provide assistance to start-
up food businesses throughout the country.

We will also continue to fund and grow the 
Seafood Development Programme to improve 
the potential of commercial fishing in Irish waters. 
We will continue to develop the existing Fisheries 
Harbour Centres, as a significant benefit to our 
fishing industry and to the local economies in 
Galway, Cork and other fishing areas.

Boosting rural tourism
A healthy tourism sector has long been central to 
the strength of our rural economy. 

We will introduce a plan to revitalise dormant 

A healthy 
tourism sector has 

long been central to 
the strength of our 

rural economy
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hotel facilities in rural areas during the off-season. 
This will see hotels re-opened as Tourism Training 
Facilities in a small number of areas to provide 
new and reliable sources of local business as well 
as introducing a new standard of training for those 
working in the tourism sector. 

We will also replicate the excellent model 
developed in the Limerick Hospitality and 
Training Centre, which has seen local education 
providers and employers work together to deliver 
training for the unemployed. By rolling out such 
a programme nationwide, we can provide skills to 
those who are out of work, while also generating 
further activity in the rural economy. 

Labour supports the development of more 
community-led partnerships to create farm-walk 
landscapes. Such partnerships have the potential 
to transform any rural area into tourist hotspots. 
We will increase the number of EU LIFE projects 
that can deliver heritage-led regeneration and 
preservation of farmland, forestry and waterways 
across rural Ireland. 

We are also committed to protecting the State’s 
investment in cultural tourism through Údarás 
na Gaeltachta. We will promote travel to our 
Gaeltacht regions and ensure this translates into 
local employment opportunities. 

Stronger towns and villages for rural families
Labour recognises that thriving towns and villages 
are key to maintaining a vibrant rural Ireland. This 
depends on a healthy mix of services available, 
ranging from local GP services, sustainable schools, 
financial services delivered through post offices or 
local credit unions, and strong locally supported 
retail. In Government, we introduced a new town 
and village renewal scheme and will spend €30m 
on supporting the regeneration of towns and 

villages over the next five years.

Derelict and vacant sites are a blight on our towns 
and villages. In Government, we introduced the 
derelict site levy to help bring disused buildings 
back into productive use and we will reform 
land law to reduce the period within which local 
authorities must take estates in charge. We will 
also introduce a new land development tax to 
further incentivise productive land use and tackle 
land hoarding. The expansion of the Vacant Site 
Levy into a land development tax will apply to 
residential and commercially zoned land which 
remains undeveloped.

Labour established Rural Economic Development 
Zones to better support businesses and projects in 
small towns and villages. We will double funding to 
€10m over the lifetime of the next Government. 
We will also introduce a targeted social enterprise 
scheme, funded from Local Property Tax, to 
facilitate the reopening of key local town and 
village high street facilities such as pubs, shops 
and post offices that were formerly at the heart of 
communities.  

We will support and fund Town Revival plans to 
be operated across all local authorities to allow 
towns to devise their own local development 
plans and directly improve local infrastructure and 
amenities. These plans will also assist in preserving 
and restoring local heritage sites and developing a 
vision for the future of rural and urban areas. 

Viable post offices and strong credit unions 
Our post office network is the lifeblood of small 
rural communities. We are committed to a strong 
post office network throughout the State and to 
its continued growth into new areas of activity. 
Labour in Government commissioned the Post 
Office Network Business Development Group and 
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will act on its recommendations. For rural post 
offices to survive, the post office network must 
become a provider of choice for the provision of 
relevant Government services and information, 
subject to procurement and state aid rules.  We 
will also support the introduction and rollout by 
An Post in 2016 of a basic payment account.

We will encourage credit unions and post offices 
to engage and develop strong linkages.

Credit unions have a unique role as a grass-roots, 
not for profit, voluntary based movement in our 
communities. Our vision is to broaden the reach 
and the depth of the contribution credit unions 
can make to supporting individuals, families and 
small businesses in local communities. Labour 
in Government has spearheaded a micro loan 
initiative in conjunction with credit unions to 
provide credit to the most vulnerable.

Labour recognises that the regulatory framework 
for credit unions must reflect the movement’s 
voluntary ethos, its need for flexibility and its 
distinctiveness from the rest of the banking 
system. Labour in Government successfully 
pushed for a review of appropriate lending levels 
and the lending limit approval process and we 
support the raising of lending limits so that credit 
unions can better meet members’ needs while 
ensuring that the loans are viable and prudent. 

We recognise the need for credit unions to 
develop new products and services in order to 
grow their income and we are committed to 
working with credit unions to sustainably grow 
and diversify their business. Some consolidation of 
credit unions is inevitable and we will continue to 
support mergers, where necessary.

Equal tax treatment for the self-employed 
Self-employment is a key part of the rural 
economy and Labour is determined to ease 
the financial burden on those who work for 
themselves.

We introduced an earned income tax credit of 
€550 for the self-employed in the last budget – 
the first time that a Government has recognised 
that everyone should benefit from tax credits. We 

will continue to equalise the tax treatment of self-
employed workers with employees.

The earned income tax credit will be increased to 
€1,650 by 2018 to bring self-employed trading 
and professional income into line with PAYE 
earnings.  We will also abolish the USC surcharge 
of 3% on income over €100,000 for the self-
employed to bring the USC top rate to 8% for 
everyone in this income bracket.

Securing rural communities
Labour recognises that in order to grow the rural 
economy and provide greater opportunities for 
rural dwellers, we must ensure that the future of 
rural communities is safe and secure. The next 
Government must take action to enhance the 
rural economy and society and to raise living 
standards and quality of life. 

One of the best ways to secure the future of 
our rural communities is to continue to invest 
meaningfully in education. Labour’s national plan 
for education is to reduce class sizes to a historic 
low over the next five years, including class sizes in 
small, rural schools.  For families with school going 
children, we recognise that the school transport 
charges impose a significant burden. We are 
committed to abolishing these charges by 2018.

Labour’s plan for the health system will introduce 
free GP care for all and introduce a new 
community health service to ensure the majority 
of healthcare services are carried out within the 
local community. We also plan to bring in a new 
rural GP scheme to safeguard free access to a 
GP for those dwelling in rural or remote areas of 
the country. This will involve a system of rural 
location payments in addition to taking on a 
number of GPs in direct employment of the HSE.

Labour also recognises the very real concerns 
held by rural residents as to the levels of crime 
in their communities. In dealing with these 
concerns, there is no better solution than an 
increased Garda presence on the ground. We 
will also introduce stronger traceability of sale of 
second hand goods and scrap to better help in 
catching those who steal and re-sell goods from 
rural areas.  
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Costings
Policy commitment 2021 cost (current)

Increased REDZ funding €5m

Abolition of school transport charges by 2018 €13m

Regional skills forums €10m

10% increase rural social scheme places €4.5m

Extension of social inclusion and community activation programme €2.8m

Support for new producer groups and federated co-ops, regional food 
hubs and graduate development programme for Food SME sector

€6m

Social Enterprise Scheme €5m1

Increased number of EU LIFE heritage-led regeneration projects €1.1m

Total €47.4m

Policy commitment Capital cost

Regional Growth Centres €200m

Transport, Broadband and Upgrade of Third level institutions
To be funded from 
review of capital plan

1  Funded from the Local Property Tax
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